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Because we are all different and so is our skin, whatever 
the type, evolves not only with age but along with our 
environment and our lifestyle, UNIVERSKIN™ proposes a 

new approach to cosmetology

Medical-grade bespoke cosmetics.

one atient one formulaOne octor

one to one cosmetics
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Created by doctors for doctors, the UNIVERSKIN™ concept relies on a 
cosmetology consultation after which the patient leaves with their own 
cosmetic formula(s). This service is provided thanks to the specifically 
developed service:

A revolutionary cosmetic basis allowing the integration of only 
pure actives and creation of fully-customized skincare.

In reviewing the overabundant offer of current cosmetics, one could 
think that there is something for everyone, THE perfect cream adapted 
to the needs of each skin. Nevertheless, each skin is unique and the 
issues affecting it change with age and seasons. It is difficult to define 
precisely the needs of the skin and to find the solution in a single product. 
Admittedly, the cosmetic industry has shown great imagination in offering 
skin diagnostics that are becoming increasingly thorough but the offer 
remains standardized. So it is up to the person to adapt themselves to 
the cream and not the other way round, all while there is an increasing 
number of products and promises made.

Incidentally, it is only when a skin issue becomes more distressing that 
we turn to our doctor, dermatologist or aesthetician, even though they 
were the only true skin specialists all along…

“ What if a doctor became your advisor in cosmetics? Better still, what if they were 
capable of formulating your ideal skincare? ”

1 doctor + 1 patient = 1 formula
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The consultation
the first and essential step of the  

UNIVERSKIN™ protocol 

Before developing a perfectly adapted formula, it is essential to establish 
first a skin diagnostic in order to define the skin’s needs.

For this, the patient will have filled in a detailed questionnaire beforehand 
that indicate their phototype as well as any medical history that could 
influence the state of their skin, the daily care provided, their cutaneous 
dysfunctions (loosening of the skin, redness, dryness etc) but also their 
skin concerns.

The doctor will then proceed to an in-depth examination of the skin in 
order to refine the information collected beforehand. In accordance with 
this information, the doctor will define the actives to be integrated in the 
formula .
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10 years of clinical research have allowed the validation of a major step 
forward: a cosmetic formula with reparative and soothing properties, 
a vector of high technology allowing the integration of pure actives in 
accordance to the ideal concentration for each skin.

The technology behind this emulsion ensures the optimal delivery of 
the actives to the heart of the skin and allows the extemporaneous 
integration of actives, while guaranteeing their homogeneity and 
stability. The UNIVERSKIN™ P base can integrate up to 3 pure actives.

This process also avoids the incorporation of a multitude of chemical 
preservatives in the emulsion. Hence, even fragile actives, will deliver 
their optimal efficacy when freshly incorporated in the base serum.

This patented formula only contains high-quality ingredients in perfect osmosis with the skin:

+ 1 million
formulas !

UNIVERSKIN™ Serum P
a revolutionary basis

 Allows the skin to 
produce strong natural 

anti-inflamattories : Omega-3 

Biomimetic peptides Hyaluronic acid
Biological messengers that 

contribute to the physiological 
balance of the skin

To maintain an optimal 
functioning of the cellular 

matrix

Camelina oil
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The UNIVERSKIN™ medical team has extensively studied international 
medical databases in order to select 19 pure actives based on their 
efficacy and their tolerability, by responding to a vast range of issues. 
For simplicity, these actives have been structured into 8 colours 
corresponding to the 8 main functions of the skin:

The UNIVERSKIN™ personalized formula should be used within the 8 weeks 
after its preparation. It is the only rule to respect in order to benefit from 
the freshness and optimal efficacy of the ingredients.

19 pure actives

Use within 8 weeks !

PIGMENTATION

Actives : Arbutin, 
Kojic Acid

CUTANEOUS FLORA

Active :
Lactopeptide

CUTANEOUS 
BARRIER

Actives : Vitamin B5, 
Aloe Vera

KERATINIZATION

Actives : 
Salicylic Acid, 
Phytic Acid, 

Glycolic Acid

 ENVIRONMENTAL 
STRESS

Actives : Super 
Oxyde Dismutase 

(SOD),
Ferulic Acid

DERMIS

Actives : Retinol, 
L-Ascorbic Acid, 

DMAE, Isoflavones, 
Madecassoside

SEBUM

Active : 
Zinc Sulfate

REDNESS

Actives : 
Azelaic Acid, 

Vitamin B3, Rutin
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Nexultra™ 1 :
Advanced skin rebalance gelified emulsion to regenerate 
and repair the skin, restoring the hydrolipidic film.

In addition to the personalized serum, particularly when the skin has been 
sensitized by mechanical or environmental aggressions. The doctor can 
also recommend the use of products within the Nexultra™ range.

Made up of a universal oil cleanser, 3 emulsions with different textures (light 
to rich) and a balm, the Nexultra™ range products can be used individually 
or combined in order to soothe and protect the skin.

Nexultra™

Complete skincare routine 

to rebalance the skin

Nexultra™ 2 :
Advanced skin rebalance light texture emulsion to boost 

natural photoprotection and helps prevent photo-ageing.

Nexultra™ 3 :
Advanced multi-purpose rich emulsion that helps restore the 
skin’s natural defences and barrier.

Nexultra™ B :
Advanced skin rebalance anhydrous balm, helps regenerate 
and repair the superficial layers of the epidermis, restore the 

skin’s natural defenses and skin barrier.

Nexultra™ O :
Universal cleansing oil formula that offers the distinct benefit of 
cleansing gently while maintaining the skin barrier. Suitable for 
all skin types. 
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Who is it for?
EVERYBODY !

UNIVERSKIN™ has been conceived to respond to all skin-related issues, 
and not just those linked to age. All the while perfectly respecting every 
skin-type.

UNIVERSKIN™ tailor-made formulas help you feel good about your 
skin daily as well as provide significant results for a wide range of skin 
concerns: pimples, dark spots, pigment spots, dark circles, redness, 
wrinkles and loss of skin density in the face, eye contour, neck, décolleté 
or hands …

UNIVERSKIN™ and the Nexultra™ range are also a great feature 
for doctors to accompany and optimize the results of esthetically 
enhancing medical procedures.
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32 years old, brown hair, blue eyes, phototype IV

Hyper-pigmentation, Oily skin

Products : 
• Morning Application : UNIVERSKIN™ Serum P + 
SOD + Vitamin C
• Evening Application : UNIVERSKIN™ Serum P + 
Vitamin B3 + Arbutin

Results after 60 days

Photo Dr Linda FOUQUE for UNIVERSKIN™

74 years old, chestnut hair and eyes, Phototype II

Dry skin, reactive, redness

Product : UNIVERSKIN™ Serum P 
Application Mornings and evenings

Results after 9 days

Photo Dr Diana MURR for UNIVERSKIN™

53 years old, chestnut hair, blue eyes, Phototype II

under-eye circles, wrinkles

Products : 
• Morning Application : UNIVERSKIN™ Serum P + 
L-ascorbic acid + Superoxyde-dismutase
• Evening Application : UNIVERSKIN™ Serum P + 
Retinol + Isoflavones + Aloe Vera

Results after 30 days

Photo Dr Linda FOUQUE for UNIVERSKIN™

60 years old, blond hair, blue eyes, Phototype II

Wrinkles, Pigment, Sagging skin, Dry skin

Products : 
Morning Application : UNIVERSKIN™Serum P + 
Vitamin B3 + Vitamin C + Madecassoside
Evening Application : UNIVERSKIN™ Serum P + 
Vitamin B5 + Isoflavones + Madecassoside 
Morning and Evening Application : Rich Emulsion 
Nexultra™ 3

Results after 51 days

Photo Dr Diana MURR for UNIVERSKIN™

Clinical Cases
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Composed of a team of French scientists, experts and specialists (dermatologists, 
plastic and reconstructive surgeons, anatomopathologists, biologists, chemists 
and pharmacists), their main objective was the development of a specific 
cosmetic product, aiming to support the skin after a surgical or esthetic 
dermatological act.

Pioneering in the development of biomimetic peptides – found today in many 
cosmetic brands - UNIVERSKIN™ has combined, since 2008, these biopeptides 
and camelina oil, creating a technology that allows the skin to produce its own 
anti-inflammatories. This is how the Nexultra™ range came to be.

• Dr Harry Arampatzis, Pharmacist 
• Dr Philippe Kestemont, Face and neck surgeon
• Dr Henry Delmar, Plastic and cosmetic surgeon

• Dr Linda Fouque, Dermatologist
• Dr Vincent Butet, Anatomo-pathologist

• Dr Claudine Masson, Biologist
• Dr Michel Hocquaux, Chemist

Its origins...

 UNIVERSKIN™

 UNIVERSKIN™ is supported by a 
scientific committee 

consisting of:


